Title word cross-reference


-based [MSBD16]. -particle [THSR17]. -symmetric [KYZ16]. -type [Ama15].

125 [BH14].

65 [Mer17].

81 [EHM14, Nam10]. 82 [Pow10b, TS10b]. 83


continuum [RFW17]. Control [LB16, TB18, RG17, Sun14]. Controlling
[Har13]. controversial [AWBF+16]. Core [KA12, Bur13]. core-collapse
[Bur13]. correction [Ter15]. Corrections [Ano18, SF13]. correlated
[BAdM+11, MSH+12, SKKG10]. correlation [BLHE12]. correlations
[CFM+14, HMPW17, MBC+12, RHT+18]. cosmic
[KAAB+18, LSS11, Per12]. cosmological [CG10]. cosmology [DS11].
Coulomb [NL16]. counting [EHM09, EHM14]. coupled
[Shu17, SGOMF13]. Coupling [SPMS17]. CP [ABL16, BFJ12, KC10]. CPT
[KR11]. critical [MD18]. Criticality [Mun18]. cross
[A+11, EBD+12, FZ12, Nam09, Nam10, TBC+16]. Crystal
[MLPS10, MTA+17, TSNK14a, TSNK14b]. Crystalline [ACC+14]. crystals
[AgCMK12a, AgCMK12b, CB17, TGC10]. cuprates [AFG10]. Current

decays [CEN+12, PKGR12, RP12, ZC13]. Defect [TM13]. defects
[AgCMK12a, AgCMK12b, FGH+14, Kos17]. definition [PSM+13].
Delayed [sMKZ16, AHV13]. Delayed-choice [sMKZ16]. Delocalized
dependent [JWN+14]. deposited [Ama15]. description [HSB+18]. design
developments [BEJR14]. device [JWN+14]. devices [Dor10]. Diagnostics
[DDZ+18]. diagram [ANT16]. Diagrammatic [RHT+18]. dichalcogenides
[WCG+18]. Dielectric [CW15, ea14]. diffusion [FSRD13]. Dilute
[DO14, SBK+10]. dimension [GBL13]. dimensional
[AMV18, CCG+11, ISG12, MSBD16, RFW17, SAHR11, SKKG10]. diodes
[Nak15, RTLL13]. dipole [HvNCR10]. Dirac [AMV18]. directed [EFS15].
Disclination [AgCMK12a, AgCMK12b]. Discord [MBC+12]. Discovery
[Kaj16, BH14]. Discrete [AF10]. disk [Se14]. distant [Sch12]. distribution
[HR10]. distributions [EDM13]. DNA [Dor10]. Domain [CSRS12].
Domains [JS17]. doped [AFG10, DSF+15, Phi10]. doping [Ama15]. dots
[LMS15, UMA+13]. drag [NL16]. drifting [UBS+16]. driven
drums [GT10]. Dual [LLW18, RCR12]. Dual-readout [LLW18]. due
[MD18]. Dynamic [Sag11]. dynamical
[ATE+14, Mun18, RDBE13, RHT+18, RCR12, SPMS17]. Dynamics
[Pow10a, SGOMF13, dVA17, BLPV16, Car14, CG10, Dai15, DeG16,
FMBT+10, KVNF12, PSSV11, SKU13, Sun14, TB18, UHS+11, UHS+17,
Pow10b].

early [Smi10]. Earth [BK10]. earthquakes [KHK+12]. ecological
[ASG+16]. Editor [Mey17]. Editorial [Mey17, ST18, Spr14]. Edwards
[BMHM18]. EeV [FZ12]. effect [NSO+10]. effects


impurity [GML+11]. induced [ea17]. Inelastic
[Har16, PGFA14, SW10, SA16, WPGP+12]. infrared [KAAB+18]. InGaNP
[Nak15]. initial [DESS11]. Insect [Sun14]. insights [SPMS17]. instabilities
[GMKOP12, SW10]. insulators [HK10, Phi10, QZ11]. integrals [Wit16]. intense
[OBN16]. intensity [DMHK12]. interacting
[FSSV11, RWF17, XAYN13]. interaction [Sca12, SPMS17]. Interactions
[KUP+12, DG17, DMHK12, FPP+10, GS15, Gui17, GMP17, GYS10, MD18,
SE11, WDT+16]. Interface [ea17, HSP10, Sch13]. Interface-induced [ea17].
interfaces [CFM+14, DC17, Sag11]. Interfacing [LMS15]. interference
Interplay [TGC10]. intertwined [FKT15]. intracellular
[BN13]. Introduction [CDG+10, Hohl10, Per10]. invention [Nak15, Smi10].
investigation [UMA+13]. Invited [Wit18]. Ion
[BKR15, BEJR14, CNRS18, SESE10, Shn17]. Ion-trap [BKR15].
ionization [BLHE12]. ions [DM10, SPM+10]. iron [Dai15, Ste11].
iron-based [Dai15]. irradiation [Ama15]. isospectrality [GT10]. itself
[BK10].

Jammed [TS10a, BMHM18, TS10b]. jamming [PZ10]. Jeans [VGG18].
Jerusalem [Har16]. Jet [CNRS18]. John [Mer16, Mer17, Mer93]. journal

Kaon [CEN+12]. Kepler [TS10b, TS10a]. keV [PBB+11]. kinematics
[CG10].

Landau [DMPZ12, RL10]. large [MS15]. Laser
[FMBT+10, HSXZ14, LMD+13, Adh14, BLHE12, CPL+13, DMHK12, ea14].
Laser-driven [FMBT+10, BLHE12]. laser-plasma [CPL+13]. lasers
[PMR16, SGOMF13]. Lattice [DeG16, GMKOP12, BDY18, DK11, FH12].
lattices [CDGT+18, KMT11a, KMT11b]. laws [ECP10]. layer [Ama15].
Lecture [Aka15, Ama15, Bet15, Eng14, Hal17, Hel15, Hig14, Kos17, Moe15,
Nak15, Nami10, Boy10, Gei11, Har13, Kaj16, Kao10, McDi16, Nam09, Nov11,
Per12, Rie12, Sch12, Shn10, Win13]. lectures [Har16]. Leptonic [BFJ12].
level [LPT10]. levels [DMPZ12]. Lévy [ZDK15]. LHC [GS18, GMP17].
Life [Sch13]. lifetime [BH13, WG11]. Light
[BBF+16, FH12, GVMMEK10, RG17, Aka15, CC13, DZ10, FHKE+18,
HS10, Hel15, JM18, LMD+13, Met17, Nak15, RTLL13]. light-emitting
[RTLL13]. light-harvesting [JM18]. limits [GN10, PKGR12]. Linac
[BBF+16]. linear [KAHN10, SSDRG11]. lines [JS17]. Liquid
[AD10, AgCMK12a, AgCMK12b, ISG12, TGC10, ZKN17]. liquids
[ISG12, MCD+18]. lived [HMPW17]. living [Mun18, ZMB17]. local
[BBB+12, CG10]. localized [DG17, MMY+12]. Long [FPP+10]. Looking
[KAAB+18, SG10]. loops [AgCMK12a, AgCMK12b]. Lorentz [KR11]. low
nanobubbles [LZ15], nanodecomposition [DSF+15], nanodroplets [LZ15], nanoelectronics [CSRS12], Nanoplasmas [OB16], nanoprobes [MBSR+18], nanoscopes [FPP+10, MFK10, VMU+13], nanoscopic [CDGT+18], Nanoscopy [Hel15], nanostructured [MPG13], nanostructures [LMS15, MSBD16, OBC+14, Sch17], nanotubes [LKS+15, MPG13], nanowires [Rur10], natural [JM18], near [BKRB15, KAAB+18], near-infrared [KAAB+18], nematic [AgCMK12a, AgCMK12b], networks [BM14, BM16, DM10, EFS15, PSCV15, RR15, TB18], Neutral [ASG+16, BH13, DGHJ11], Neutrino [FZ12, GS15, McD16, AF10, Kaj16], neutrinos [A+13, McD16], neutron [DS11, LMD+13, VWT15, WAC+16, WG11], neutron-rich [LMD+13], Nobel [Aka15, Ama15, Bet15, Boy10, Eng14, Gei11, Hal17, Har13, Hel15, Hig14, Kaj16, Kao10, Kos17, McD16, Moe15, Nak15, Nam10, Nov11, Per12, Rie12, Sch12, Sm10, Win13], noble [VCT+12], Nodal [JS17], noise [BKRB15, CDG+10, PGFA14, SÅ16], Non [BLPV16, CW15, dVA17], non-Hermitian [CW15], Non-Markovian [BLPV16, dVA17], nonclassical [PSO+18], Nonequilibrium [ATE+14, BSVH18, DMPZ12, EHM09, PSSV11, EHM14], Nonlinear [KYZ16, LSK14, SE11, FMBT+10, KMT11a, KMT11b], Nonlocal [RHT+18], Nonlocality [BCMdW10, BCP+14a, BCP+14b], Nonperturbative [BTB+10], Nonstandard [OSZ18], Normalization [ES10], Note [AgCMK12b, BBGK16b, BCP+14b, HW11a, KMT11a, Nam10, Pow10b, SH11b, TSKN14b, TS10b], Nuclear [KGBA11, UMA+13, CH17, CGP+15, EF15, EBD+12, GHM16, GEG10, HH10, MRW10, PKGR12, VWT15], nuclei [AVH13, CJC10, FHK+18, HNS13, HvNCR10, HW11a, HW11b, LMD+13], Nucleon [HMPW17, HR10, ABHM13], nucleonic [HvNCR10], nucleosynthesis [CFYO16], number [HCGE17], numerical [CBKvM10, SPM+10],

O [dGW+17], Observation [McD16], observations [KGBA11, Sch12], Observatory [McD16], offshoots [Var15], One [CCG+11, ISG12, GBL13, RW17], One-dimensional [ISG12, RW17], open [BLPV16, dVA17], Optical [DZ10, LBY+15, dA10, DK11, KKR10, KKR16, Met17, RR15, RDBE13, SG10, UMA+13], Optically [GNSW17], optics [Bet15, SSDRG11], optimal [Gra15], optomechanics [AKM14], orbital [LBTY17], order [Dai15, KKR10, KKR16, KT15, MO11], orders [FKT15], organic [RLL+13], origins [Jon15], oscillations [Kaj16], other [XAYN13], oxide [CFM+14, DC17], oxides [GGG10],

packing [Gra15], packings [TS10a, TS10b], pair [ASAJPV15], pairing [RCR12, Sca12], paradigm [ISG12], particle [AD10, DS11, EF15, Nam09, Nam10, Sch13, SWK+16, THSR17, TS10a, TS10b], particles [CZ16, ZMB17], partonic [LPT10], partons [Alb10], passage [VRSB17].
passing [GVMMEK10], past [Kao10], pasta [CH17], path [Rie12, Wit16],
pattern [ST11], patterns [BRBC+12], periodic [KKY18]. Perpendicular
[DC17]. Persistent [Sch17], perspective [BB11, RTLL13, SF13, WDT+16].
Perspectives [Bur13, KUP+12, MJT15, AFG10], perturbations [ES10].
Phase [ANT16, CJC10, Kos17, XCN10], phases [Wen17, Wit16].
phenomena [BBB+12, DMPZ12, JWN+14, KKY18, MPG13, ea17].
Phonon [TSNK14a, Giu17, TSNK14b]. Phonon-glass [TSNK14a, TSNK14b].
Phononics [LRW+12], photocontrol [Moe15], photoelectron [BLHE12].
photoemission [PNB15]. Photon [GN10], photonic [LMS15, MTA+17].
photonic-crystal [MTA+17], photonic-glass [TSNK14a, TSNK14b].
photons [BBB+12, CDGT+18, Har13, LMS15, RR15, RWF17]. Phys [AgCMK12b,
BBGK16b, BM16, BCP+14b, CHT11b, EHM14, HW11a, KMT11a, KKR16,
Mer16, Nam10, Pow10b, SH11b, TSNK14b, TS10b, UHS+17, ZJB14b]. Phys.
[Mer17]. Physical [DC11, MSBD16, SESE10, AAL+10, BBB+12, GT10,
KKS+12, MTN12, NvdB15, Ano18, ST18]. Physics [CZ16, DK11, DO14, SH11a,
SH11b, SS13, AD10, CW15, Car14, CGP+15, CNRS18, CBC+16, DG12,
DS11, EF15, GHM16, GS15, GGPR17, HHSV17, KBGA11, KKH+12,
KA12, KT15, MRW10, Nam09, Nam10, PMR16, PGLD13, RCR12, SBD+18,
Sch13, SF13, UMA+13, VRSB17, vT11, La14].
pion [BH13, HR10], plane [CFM+14, TBC+16]. plane-wave [TBC+16].
plants [JBSB+16]. Plasma [DDGS15, CPL+13, DZD+18, Shu17].
plasma-based [DZD+18], plasmas [CZ16, SE11]. plasmons [DG17], point
[AgCMK12a, AgCMK12b, FGH+14]. polariton [DHY10], polaritons
[FSRD13]. polarized [GNSW17, OBC+14]. polymer [BM14, BM16].
portraits [JS17]. Positron [GYS10, PBB+11, TM13]. Positron-molecule
[GYS10]. positrons [DDGS15]. potentials [DGJO11, RDBE13]. precision
[HSB+18, SF13]. Present [CFOY16]. pressure [GK18, MCD+18, RS10].
Principles [PGLD13, FGH+14, Giu17, Gol14, LB16, SBK+10]. prism
problems [CvD10]. process [KGBA11]. processes
[BRBC+12, BDY18, PSCV15, PHC10]. production
[ASAJPV15, DESS11, GS18]. Progress [AFG10], prominence [Jon15].
propagating [HeI15, Phil10]. properties [AAL+10, CFM+14, Goe11, HH10,
KK5+12, MPPC12, MSBD16, Per10, Rur10, Sag11, Wit18, XCN10].
[UBS+16]. PRX [Spr14]. Publications [Ano18]. Publisher
[AgCMK12b, BBGK16b, BCP+14b, HW11a, KMT11a, Nam10, Pow10b,
SH11b, TSNK14b, TS10b]. pyrochlore [GGG10].

QCD [ANT16, BTB+10, BH13, BDY18, FH12, MS15]. quantitative [NS11].
Quantum [BAB+18, BLW14, CHT11a, CHT11b, CGP+15, CGLM14, CC13, CJC10,
CDGT+18, CvD10, DRC17, DM10, FS13, GAN14, HSP10, HHSV17, HCGE17,
HGH+12, LKS+15, PSO+18, SWM10, SSdRG11, SAP17, Ter15, ZKN17, AL18,
BMV15, BBGK16a, BBGK16b, BLPV16, Car14, CB17, CTSR16, CDG+10, DS12, DMHK12, DMM+14, EHM09, EHM14, FSD+18, GML+11, Hal17, Har16, Har13, Hoh10, ISG12, JS17, LMS15, MBC+12, NJBN12, OBC+14, PGFA14, PSSV11, RR15, SRHM10, SE11, SPM+10, SKU13, SÅ16, UMA+13, WPGP+12, Wen17, Wit18, XAYN13, ZJB14a, ZJB14b, ZDM+13, dVA17].


[DRC17]. **Shape** [APV12, HW11b, HSB+18, HW11a]. shapes
[CJC10, GT10]. **short** [HMWP17]. **short-lived** [HMWP17]. Si [MO11].
**Silicon** [ZDM+13, Rur10]. simplicity [TGC10]. Simulation
[CB17, GAN14]. simulations [BTB+10]. Single
[Bet15, GS18, Moe15, PSM+13, LMS15, RR15]. **Single-electron** [PSM+13].
**Single-molecule** [Moe15]. size [EDM13]. soft
[BDB+17, MJR+13, Nag17, Sag11]. soft-matter [Nag17]. Solar
[MD+18, AMV18, FGH+14]. **soliton** [SG10]. Solitons
[KMT11a, KMT11b]. Some [Var15]. Source [BBF+16]. sources [PSM+13].
space [DC11, EWWK14]. **spectrometry** [MJT15]. spectroscopy
[BFL+14, KR10, Moe15, UHS+11, UHS+17, VGG18]. spectrum [HSB+18].
sphere [PZ10]. **Spin** [JWN+14, OBC+14, SVW+15, ABHM13, BBS12,
BSVH18, Dai15, NMS13, Sch17, UMA+13, ZKN17]. **Spin-dependent**
[BBS12]. Spinodal [DSF+15]. Spinor [SKU13]. spintronic [DO14].
spintronics [BRT+18]. splitting [BSVH18]. Spontaneous
[Nam09, Nam10, ZC13]. square [BLW14]. SrRuO [KKS+12]. Stability
[SN+14, PKGR12]. staggered [BTB+10]. Standard
[BH14, DeG16, HNW12, CEN+12]. standards [HL11]. star
[EG10, WAC+16]. stars [MM12]. state
[DESS11, EF15, KA12, NW14, PGFA14, THSR17, WAC+16]. states
[FS+18, GYS10, PSO+18, ZKN17]. **Statistical**
[AGS+16, KHK+12, NS11, BMHM18, EWWK14, PGLD13]. statistics
[EHM09, EHM14, JS17]. **Steady** [KA12]. Steady-state [KA12]. stellar [KGGA11, dGW+17].
stepping [KAHN10]. Stimulated [VRSB17]. Stimulating [NJB12].
**Stochastic** [BN13]. stone [KAHN10]. story [Nak15]. Strangeness
Strong [CFM+14, KKY18, Met17, Goe11, KC10]. Strong-field [KKY18].
Strongly [RFW17, Shu17, SKKG10]. Structural [Rur10]. Structure
[KKS+12, ABHM13, THSR17]. structures [BRBC+12, DO14, MFK10].
studied [UHS+11, UHS+17]. studies [AvVD+11]. subwavelength
[GVMMEK10]. Sudbury [McD16]. sugar [JBSB+16]. super [Bet15, Moe15].
super-resolution [Bet15, Moe15]. **Superconducting** [XAYN13, NJBN12].
**Superconductivity** [Ste11, GKI8, MO11]. superconductors
[ACC+14, Bee15, BSVH18, Dai15, FKT15, QZ11, RKL10, SCA12].
supercontinuum [SG10]. superfluid [Var15]. supernova [Bur13].
supernovae [Per12, Sch12]. **Superposition** [Win13]. superpositions
[DS12]. Supersolids [BP12]. supersymmetry [FGN10]. Surface
[LZ15, DG17]. surfaces [BKRB15, EDM13, MPLS10, TVN10]. surpasses
[BBS12]. surrogate [EBD+12]. symmetric [KYZ16]. Symmetries
[SKU13, AF10, Car14, CTSR16]. Symmetry
[SH13, VWT15, LPT10, Nam09, Nam10, RCR12]. synchrotron [MBSR+18].
system [ABL16]. systems [ASG+16, BLPV16, CW15, CCG+11, DMHK12, EHM09, EHM14, KYZ16, KVNF12, KKY18, LB16, MSH+12, Muñ18, PSSV11, SRHM10, SH13, XAYN13, dVA17].


X [AvVD+11, CPL+13, MBSR+18, PMR16, RS10, WAC+16]. X-ray [AvVD+11, MBSR+18, PMR16, RS10, WAC+16]. xenon [AD10].

Years [ST18, BBF+16, MJT15]. Yield [BDB+17].

Zoo [Wen17].
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